
CHESTERMERE CURLING CLUB REGISTRATION MEETING MINUTES 
Dec. 14th, 2010 in the Green Room at the Complex 

 

PRESENT: Marla Forth   Dale Zawyrucha     

  Wolfgang Janke   Chris Huzzey     
  Randy Palaniuk  
  Nick Woronuk      
  Cheryl McDonald 
      
Randy Palaniuk called the meeting to order at 9:10 pm. 
  

MINUTES:  Chris Huzzey moved the adoption of the minutes from the Nov. 9th meeting as 
distributed.  Marla Forth seconded.                      Carried. 
 

TREASURER’S REPORT:  as distributed. 

 

CAMERAS & TV’S:  Bob Johnson submitted an invoice as the job is now completed.  The TV’s are 
working well.  Great job done by Bob, Wolfgang and Kevin Wakeford!  Chris to account to SACA for 
their portion of the grant monies and now Paul can account and close out our last casino account.  
 
CASINO REPORT:  Marla reported the results will come in Jan. 2011. 
 
REC. BOARD GRANT:  The last year we applied was April 2009.  There is $56. unspent, which will be 
carried over to next time.  Ken Hunt says the accounting from this last one is in his binder in the 
wardrobe in the lounge.  The next time to apply is Feb. 8th, 2011.  Randy will attend if he is in town, 
Nick Woronuk will be his back-up.  We need to brainstorm for ideas on what to apply for and Marla 
will also check with Debbie at the CRCA to see if she has any ideas.  Hacksavers? More measuring 
sticks? Carpeting in the concession? Another boot boy? A new roof? 
 
MEN’S BONSPIEL:  see Treasurer’s report.  Randy to email Marla the pictures of the winners.  Thanks 
to Nick Woronuk for donating the donuts. 
 
MIXED BONSPIEL:  Time to sign up! Cheryl will email a reminder to everyone regarding the details. 
Nick to arrange for donuts and coffee in the morning in our lounge. 
 
ROCKS & ICE:  Discussion of our ice conditions and our rocks.  It was decided we would hold off on 
getting our rocks enhanced.   More discussion on the feasibility of a full-time dedicated ice maker.  
Many pros and cons.  CRCA would have to hire and we help out?  Also many environmental 
challenges in our facility.  Does SACA still run an in-house training session?  Is Jamie Bourassa 
available for more training?  Costs for new inserts in our current rocks very pricey (about $40,000).  
Maybe getting just the ‘bad’ ones done?  We then discussed checking out our other set of rocks – the 
Bonavista rocks.  Wondering what kind of shape they are in and if they are useable or if the handles 
could be flipped.  They could be tested on our ice prior to the Christmas maintenance. 
 
JUNIOR CURLING: Starting in Jan. Lots of new beginners. 
 

NEW BUSINESS:  Marla reported that we need new trophies.  She received a quote of $180. per 
trophy from a contact through Quality Trophy . 
Randy Palaniuk moved to purchase 2 new trophies.  Cheryl McDonald seconded.          Carried. 

 
Meeting adjourned at 11:00 pm. 
 
Chris Huzzey, Secretary. 
 



 
 
 
Next Meeting:  It was scheduled for Wed. Feb. 2nd but there are no rooms at the Complex available 
on this date.  Available dates around that time are Jan. 31st, Feb. 7th or 9th or we can meet elsewhere.  
 

 
Action to be taken:     Person responsible: 

 

1.  Ideas for Rec. Board Grant    1.  Everyone. 
2.  Email pictures of Men’s Bonspiel   2.  Randy. 
3.  Blanket email to remind all of the Mixed Bonspiel. 3.  Cheryl. 
4.  Checking out our other set of rocks.   4.  Anyone around?? 
5.  Purchasing 2 new trophies.    5.  Marla. 


